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• Overall Vision
• Some physics motivation(s)
• Overview of detector
• Progress on many fronts
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Vision Statement (2017)

• Unprecedented sensitivity to 0nbb [beyond tonne-scale]
• Precision measurement of leptonic CP violation
• High-statistics measurements of solar neutrino flux components

Broad Program of world-leading research:

And also:
• Diffuse supernova neutrinos
• Nucleon decay into relatively unexplored modes
• Supernova burst sensitivity with flavor separation

Most-favored location at LBNF: Depth and beam available
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New Technologies---
• Scintillator cocktails (including water-based)
• Fast photon detector timing
• High-efficiency photon detection
• Advanced reconstruction methods

Allow a rich low-energy program of neutrino physics
(+ complement the high-energy program) 4



60m

60m

Reference Design:
• 50-100 ktonnes WbLS (or equivalent)
• Cylindrical geometry
• Up to 80% coverage with photon sensors
• 4800 mwe underground
• Loading of various isotopes (Gd, Li, Te,Xe)
• Ability to deploy inner “bag”

“Forward-looking infrastructure” 
would allow long-term, phased 
program to accomplish full
physics range.
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Theia Reference Design

Gets around the “one number 
problem” for neutrino experiments---
THEIA is a facility for many critical 
neutrino measurements



0nbb
Are matter and antimatter fundamentally different?

Lν

Rν

Rν

Lν

If neutrinos are not Majorana, we have four neutrino states:
“Old” “New”

But what’s the physical difference between       and       ? Rν Rν
They have:

Same charge (0)
Same mass
Same chirality

They differ only in their “anti”-ness…which is not a thing!

How are th
ese d

iffere
nt?



0nbb
Are matter and antimatter fundamentally different?

So Dirac neutrinos promote a global symmetry to a fundamental symmetry.

Meanwhile, Majorana neutrinos have a dimension-5 mass term---
Not even renormalizable (need a new mass-generating mechanism).

There is no “Standard” Model until this is settled.



0nbb
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Getting below 5 meV will 
require > 10 tonnes of 
isotope, a small fiducial 
volume, and reduction of 
backgrounds though good 
resolution (2n) and 
direction (8B)
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Solar Neutrinos

Important measurements still to make:

• Look for new physics in vacuum/matter transition region
• Understand solar system formation using…neutrinos?
• Look for new stellar energy generation/loss mechanisms
• Keep watching



Solar Neutrinos

‘High’ energy (>5MeV):
Matter-dominated conversion;
depends only on q12

Low energy (<1MeV):
Phase-averaged vacuum 
oscillations; depends only on 
q12

Transition region

Interferometry on top of interferometry…
Anything that distinguishes flavor or mass states 
changes position and width of transition region



Solar Neutrinos

But can’t exclude lots of other models:

Best fit for 
mass-varying 

neutrinos

Δχ2 = 3.3
C.L. = 0.81

Bonventre, LaTorre, 
et al, Phys. Rev. D 88 

(2013) 053010

Sensitivity  non-standard 
effects entirely driven by 
lack of precision 8B data in 
transition region

Super-K, TAUP 2017



Solar Neutrinos
Or even…
“Chameleon”-like fields are screened in matter (including atmosphere)

Only solar neutrinos probe these potentials while traveling in vacuum

Effect of chameleon-like field in vacuum
Standard oscillations Eric Marzec



Solar Neutrinos

Eν = 3MeV

“Salty water Cherenkov detectors” W.C. Haxton PRL 76 (1996) 10

Loading with (e.g.) 7Li provides CC 
cross section with narrow ds/dE.

Makes models easy to distinguish

G. D. Orebi Gann (Berkeley)
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Solar Neutrinos
The solar `metallicity problem’

• Helioseismology convinced `everyone’ that SSM was correct
• Modern measurements of surface metallicity are lower than before
• Which makes SSM helioseismologic predictions wrong

But! CNO neutrinos tell us metallicity of solar core
Flux may differ by factor of 2 between old/new metallicity

(Maybe Jupiter and Saturn `stole’ metals from solar photosphere?
---Haxton and Serenelli, Astrophys.J. 687 (2008) 

---John Bahcall, PR, (1964)



Solar Neutrinos

fB

BOREXINO, TAUP 2017
CNO

BOREXINO, TAUP 2017



With luminosity constraint:

Bahcall and Pinsonneault

But without constraint: Ln/L¤ known only to 20-40%
`Unitarity’ test that integrates over a lot of new physics

Exp. 
Uncs.

Theory 
Uncs.

Are all energy generation/loss mechanisms accounted for?
Solar Neutrinos



BOREXINO spectacularly clean…first exclusive pp measurement!

Precision comparable to inclusive 
Ga experiments

But far from what is needed for 
precision luminosity test.

Solar Neutrinos



The (Very) Recent History of the Solar Core
Without mixing correction, this is a history of 
the Solar Neutrino Problem

A. LaTorre

Solar Neutrinos



A. LaTorre

Correcting for mixing angles, this is the stability of 
solar energy production over the past 45+ years.

Solar Neutrinos
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Long Baseline Oscillations

Phenomenology is very rich:

“All the neutrinos, all the time”



Long Baseline Oscillations

M. Scott

T2K @TAUP 2017

K. Bays

NOvA @NuFact 2017

An “observation” of CP violation by neutrinos is perhaps not far away.

If d=90o, it is probably very interesting!

If d=78o, it is probably not so interesting!



Long Baseline Oscillations

• “Models can be built…” and “arguments can be made” that 
connect d to Majorana CP violation and leptogenesis.

• But we should remember that this

is a prediction of the 3-flavor model. d can (in principle) be 
measured independently of ACP using just the oscillation patterns. 
With such a measurement, we predict the oscillation probabilities 
for anti-nµs into anti-nes and ask:

Should we bother measuring d?

(Pascoli, Petcov, Riotto, Nuc. Phys. B 774, (2007)) 

?



• Neutrinos don’t just transform, they oscillate
• Coherent interactions with matter alter oscillation pattern
• Mixing parameters are universal 

• Neutrinos and antineutrinos have the same mixing parameters
• And it doesn’t matter how you measure them

• Dm12
2+Dm23

2+Dm13
2 = 0

• For 3 light flavors, mixing matrix is unitary (but we should not suffer from unitarity envy)

Long Baseline Oscillations



Long Baseline Oscillations
“Smoking gun” of oscillations is second maximum

Even in “new” LNBF beam flux is low here, so detector needs to be big.

But also: resolution of LArTPC in this regime is ~20% (!)

Neutron tagging in Theia will help to constrain missing energy

2nd Max sits where QE dominates---fewer uncertainties



Long Baseline Oscillations

100 ktonne THEIA=40 ktonne LAr
IF scintillation light “doesn’t hurt”

E. Worcester



Why wait for a supernova burst?

“Relics” from all 
supernovas since Big Bang 
are detectable.

About 1 event/10kt/year.

M. Wurm

Observed spectrum depends on 
supernova mechanism

26

Diffuse Supernova (Anti)Neutrino Background



Big advantage of LS is “free” neutron tags
and low threshold---
Provides background rejection

Advantages of 
Homestake

Pulse-shape discrimination also allows 
rejection of non-electron events.

M. Wurm
27

Diffuse Supernova (Anti)Neutrino Background



Nucleon Decay

Sub-Chr t/h detection 
⇒ Directly visible K+

A 50 ktonne THEIA+DUNE ~ 
100 ktonnes

THEIA
(100 ktonne)

Deep, low threshold
De-excitation gs observaiable via Cher or Scint

THEIA
(100 ktonne)

For pàe+p0 mode, not likely to be competitive with Super-K/Hyper-K unless THEIA can be made > 200 ktonne

Scintillation light allows observation of K+, as well as de-excitation gs from  “invisible”decay
modes.

R. Svoboda



Broadening the Program

But requirements for various physics goals are in tension:

Scintillation Detectors:
• Limited in size because scintillator absorbs light
• Have high scattering making direction reconstruction (and high E physics) difficult
• Are expensive even if they could be made large

Water Detectors:
• No access to physics below Cherenkov threshold
• Low light yield makes resolution poor even at ~10 MeV, making low E physics impossible
• Are hard to make ultra-clean

29

We’d really like the best of both worlds.



Physics Requirements
But requirements for various physics goals are in tension:

Physics Size Cherenkov 
Priority

Scintillation 
Priority

Cleanliness 
Priority

0nbb ~few ktonne Medium Very high Very High

Low E Solar ns 
(< 1MeV)

~10 ktonne High Very high Very High

High E Solar ns
(> 1 MeV)

>50 ktonne High Low High

Geo/reactor
anti-ns

~10 ktonne Low High Medium

DSNB anti-ns >50 ktonne Low High Medium

Long-baseline
ns

> 50 ktonne Very high Low Low

Nucleon decay 
(K+ anti-n)

> 100 ktonne High High Low

• Low-energy physics wants a clean detector with a lot of light
• High-energy physics wants a big detector with direction/tracking/particle ID

30



60m

60m
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Theia

Most critical ingredient is distinguishing Chertons from Scintons
Cherenkov light gives us:
• Electron vs. muon PID (like T2K)
• Multi-ring rejection of NC p0s (like T2K)
• Rejection of 8B ES background to 0nbb (or even bb topology?)
• Discrimination of CNO from 210Bi (Bonventre/Orebi Gann)
• Discrimination of CC solar (Li) from ES (Bonventre/Orebi Gann)

Scintillation light gives us:
• Energy resolution for 0nbb search (KamLAND, SNO+)
• Sensitivity to K+ in nucleon decay (Svoboda)
• b/g/a separation for  0nbb (Borexino,SNO+)
• Energy resolution for seeing MSW rise in 8B solar (Borexino)
• Neutron sensitivity for geoneutrinos and DSNB (K, Borexino, LENA)



Theia
Chertons from Scintons

Fortunately, many ways to do this!
• “Lean” scintillator cocktails (WbLS)
• Timing of photon sensors
• Scintillator time profile
• Angular distribution of Cherenkov light
• Photon spectral separation
• Polarization (?)
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B. Land (Berkeley)

Rs/c ~
γC
γS

t jitt
τ sc int

ρ(cosαC )R(λ)

tjitt = transit time spread of PD
tscint = scintillation time constant
gC=number of Cherenkov photons
gS=number of scintillation photons
r(cosac) = angular weighting function
R(l)=spectral response function

Cherenkov ID scales like



Theia
“Lean” Scintillator Cocktails  - gc/gs

A. Mastbaum



Theia
Photon Sensor Timing -- tjitt

LAPPDs now exist in the wild…will be deployed in ANNIE

But even standard large-area PMTs are looking good

NIMA 889 (2018)

More exotic: Gaseous 
photon sensors 
(Sebastian White)



Theia
Photon Sensor Timing--tjitt

CHESS at Berkeley demonstrates separation with ~200 ps timing



Theia
Scintillator Time Profile--tscint

Some secondary fluors in place of PPO can have risetimes
(tscint) as slow as 15 ns! (Biller, Dunger et al)

Challenge will be to ensure light yield and reconstruction 
resolution.



Theia
Angular Distribution—r(cosa,l)scint3 MeV b

(not really a Cher/scint thing but very cool!)



Theia
Spectral Separation—R(l)

L. Winslow

Cherenkov light extends beyond 
scintillation emission and absorption

And red travels faster than blue…

Red-sensitive PMTs exist



Theia
Spectral Separation—R(l)

580 nm photon

PMT
PMT

PMT
Longpass (>550 nm)

Shortpass (<550 nm)

420 nm photon

Photon sorting by dichroic Winston cones (JRK) V. Rusu at FNAL: LDRD for graphene-based 
spectral photon detection



Theia

Beyond Cher/Scint, we also need a “forward-looking infrastructure”:

• Detector needs to be built clean from the 
beginning

• It has to be ready for upgrades to light sensors
• It has to allow for loading (Li, Gd, Te, Xe…)
• It has to allow for extensive calibrations
• It has to be able to include an inner containment 

vessel.

40



Theia

Beyond Cher/Scint, we also need a “forward-looking infrastructure”:

• Detector needs to be built clean from the 
beginning

• It has to be ready for upgrades to light sensors
• It has to allow for loading (Li, Gd, Te, Xe…)
• It has to allow for extensive calibrations
• It has to be able to include an inner containment 

vessel.
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Physics program covers 5 orders of magnitude in En. 

A possible phased program:

I. Water-based LS+20% photon coverage
• High-E solar, long-baseline ns, supernova burst

II. Richer scintillator mix, 80% fast photon coverage, Li-loaded
• Low E solar, MSW transition, DSNB, geo-n

III. Inner balloon, Te or Xe-loaded liquid scintillator
• 0nbb with sensitivity toward normal hierarchy regime

42

Theia

It may actually make sense to skip right to Phase II



Theia
Advanced Reconstruction

Reconstructing with both scintillation and Cherenkov light is not so easy
(cf. Tzanov and MiniBooNE)



Theia
Advanced Reconstruction

There are more exotic 
techniques that look good!
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Snapshot of the Fermat Surface for a Single Muon-likeTrack

Track

Huygens 

wavelets

Incoherent sum 
coincident with 
Cherenkov surface:
Not polarized!

J.G. Learned, asXiv:0902.4009



Theia
Advanced Reconstruction

Even at low energies direction is possible:
From full RAT-PAC simulation!

Bjorn Wonsak



Theia
Advanced Reconstruction

Sebastian Lorenz

Topological approach allows tracking 
even in all liquid scintillator



Theia
Advanced ReconstructionChroma?
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Use GPU-based ray tracer to generate PDFs

Combined with “fuzzy fitter”

Ray tracing x200 faster than GEANT4



THEI
A

CHESS
WATCHMAN

SK-Gd
Gd loading and 
purification Water-based liquid 

scintillator

Te loading

Neutron yield, LAPPD 
deployment

Infrastructure, underwater 
integration

WbLS, Gd, LAPPD, HQE 
PMT, full integration 
prototype

R. Svobod
a

Great progress!

• SNO+ running
• ANNIE running
• WATCHMAN/

AIT moving 
ahead

• SK-Gd
happening

• CHESS running
• JUNO 

progressing



Summary

• Theia physics program remains as compelling as ever
• Rapid progress on R&D but plenty yet to do
• Lots of creative ideas still moving ahead
• Great news on the “prototype” front (WM,ANNIE,SNO+, JUNO…)
• Need here to start thinking of firm plans and decisions


